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1. Abstract and Rationale
This essay is a comparison analysis of benefits of having a specialised app and a super app.
My research question is as follows:

From a UX perceptive, is it better for Grab to have a super app than a specialised app?
To answer this question, I have explored Grab’s current super mobile app and compared it
with the previous specialised app of GrabFood and Grab(transport) in terms of user
experience (UX).
User experience is going to govern the digital world. Convenient access of service is a
growing demand among the society. Mobile digital devices allow audience to interact with
the service providers anywhere and anytime. A seamless user experience is the key to keep
users loyal to a brand. Therefore, it is worthy to study the relationship between UX and
business decision.
As a regular Grab transportation service user and a foreigner, I was quite surprised of the
integration of GrabFood into the Grab(transport) app. The purpose of this essay is to analyse
the impact of change of Grab application’s UX on service demand, to justify whether turning
the app into a super app is a good move.
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2. Background
Using digital services becomes an important part of our daily lifestyle. The digitalized world
3

leads to blossoming of different service applications. Intermediary service has been rising to
facilitate transaction.
Grab, inspired by Uber, was founded by Harvard student Anthony Tan in 2012, previously
known as the MyTekSi and GrabTaxi. It is a transportation booking mobile application based
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in Southeast Asia. The company mission is to “Drive Southeast Asia Forward” by solving
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real world problems, such as unpredicted waiting time when getting a taxi by roadside,
difficulties for taxi drivers to find passengers and to improve woman safety issue when going
around. Grab is an intermediary transportation network company that connects customers to
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Grab drivers. Grab took over Uber’s regional operation and assets across 8 Southeast Asian
countries including Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore,
Thailand and Vietnam in March 2018. Ever since then, Grab has been maintaining a large
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proportion of market share in mobile booking transportation service.
The Grab’s transportation booking service has reached maturity in service life cycle.
Therefore, Grab has employed diversification strategy to develop new market and industry.
From June 2019, it merges with GrabFood and offers new services including package
delivery, subscription, hotels, videos and tickets for app diversification and business growth.
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The Grab company integrates all of these services into the Grab transportation app to make it
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a super-app. The company current vision is to attain transition from a transportation provider
to a daily life provider.

3. User experience (UX)
User experience includes 7 core elements: useful, usable, desirable, findable, accessible,
valuable and credible. I will be further comparing different versions of Grab in terms of these
6

elements. I am focusing on service demand users, excluding service supply users, the drivers.

3.1 Analysis Grab(transport), Specialised app
Before the merge in June 2019, Grab is a specialised transportation booking application in
Southeast Asia. It connects Grab drivers to Grab users by its digital intermediary platform,
with an aim to solve transportation problem in Southeast Asia.
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3.1.1 User Profile, Service Demand
Grab(transport)’s target users are passengers who want to get a ride without the trouble of
unpredicted waiting time by roadside across 8 Southeast Asian countries. They might be in a
rush. Regular Grab users are people who might not own a car but have money to pay for a
ride. Users’ aim is to have a seamless experience with easy access to booking transportation.
They want findable information without the need of navigating around the app.
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3.1.2 User Flow

Figure 1. Interface of Grab(transport)
I.

When users open the app, a loading page with Grab’s logo and a solid green
colour background appears. It is to let users recognize the brand.

II.

Refer to Figure 1, in the page of ride-hailing, users would first pay attention to a
map which shows cars surrounding the user’s current location. It lets users know
how many Grab divers are nearby. As available drivers are already next to users,
it delivers a message: booking with ease and efficiency.

III.

Then the user would look at configuration, which indicates his/her current
location, and an empty line below with faded phrase “I’m going to…” for the user
to type the address of drop off point. This is a convenient design where the user
doesn’t need to type his/her current location unless necessary.

IV.

The user can further choose the type of ride and click “Book” to confirm his/her
order.
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V.

After that, a loading page getting a driver pops up.

VI.

If the user gets a driver, it would show the location, rating of driver, and predicted
waiting time for the driver to pick up the user in order to raise credibility of
application.

The app finds a driver for user efficiently with minimum 3 clicks to create a fast and
convenience service.
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3.2 Analysis GrabFood, Specialised app
GrabFood is a food delivery service in Southeast Asia where it acts as an intermediary
platform and specialised application to connect restaurants to customers via GrabFood
drivers. It aims to provide ease for people in Southeast Asia of getting food.
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3.2.1 User Profile, Service Demand
GrabFood users are people who want to order food for convenience. Users’ demand is a
usable accessible application to choose food from menu and submit orders smoothly, and to
receive their food in time to fulfil their need.
3.2.2 User Flow

Figure 2. Interface of GrabFood (1)
I.

When users open the app, first thing they see are pictures of food, which leads
users to have the idea that the app could offer them food.
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II.

Then users would pay attention to primary information which is a list of
restaurants in different categories. This leads them to tap on these categories to
find food they want.

III.

In addition, users would notice promotions that GrabFood offers and possibly take
a look.

IV.

Next, users would realize the presence of search bar and can type names of
restaurants or dishes for delivery if they have any specific idea in mind. The
search bar is not obvious as it is easier for users to select from categories.

V.

Restaurants’ information with rating, waiting time and distance from users would
appear after searching.

Figure 3. Interface of GrabFood (2)
VI.

Users could view the menu which has pictures of dishes and description aside.

VII.

To order, users need to click the green “Add to basket” button.

UX of the application is seamless with minimum 5 clicks to drop the order.
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3.3 Analysis Grab Super-app (Current)
Grab is now a super-app providing transport booking, food delivery, package delivery,
ticketing and hotel booking services in Southeast Asia. The new vision of Grab company is to
make Grab to be an everyday-everything app.
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3.3.1 User Profile, Service Demand
The new target users are people who expect the app to solve their daily life problems
whenever necessary.
3.3.2 User Flow

Figure 4. Main Page of Grab
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I.

When users launch the Grab app for the first time, they reach the homepage. They
would first notice the small icons of services and attracting pictures below with
description aside(highlights).

II.
III.
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Users would be likely to pay attention to highlights and scroll down the page.
Then users would go back to the top and choose service they want.
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4.1 A good move: Grab as an everyday-everything app
The new vision of the company is to make Grab to be an everyday-everything app, also to
“make everyday life seamless by identifying and addressing the daily challenges that people
face”. Following the merge of GrabFood into Grab, users are able to find all kind of
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functions all in one app which eventually increases desirability of the app. The target
audience of super app is different from Grab(transport) and GrabFood. The integration builds
a unique and solid image for Grab. When it is a specialised app, it caters specific need and
problem. Integrating GrabFood into Grab(transport) introduces the food delivery service to
full base of Grab users. Users may pay attention to the food delivery service when they are
12

booking transportation. According to Grab, 1/3 Grab (transport) users also use GrabFood.
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Therefore, the move is suggested to create ease to regular Grab users. Whereas, the super-app
Grab acts as a helper to solve daily problems that people face and as a positive proactive
social change leader, making itself a credible app. The merge of services also creates an
opportunity for Grab to integrate into users’ daily life, leading them to use its app and build
brand recognition and loyalty. Whenever users encounter a problem, they think of Grab, and
would open the app to see if Grab could possibly solve it. In this case, users with no emergent
need would also use the app. Regular Grab users would experience a positive experience if
they are searching for solution.
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4.2 A bad move: Deteriorating user experience for certain Grab users
As there is a homepage, users need to choose service before fulfilling their needs with an
extra click. The accessibility, findability and usability of information in the app are lower
comparing to the previous specialised app. Integration of services into a one-stop super app
causes longer loading time after opening the app. Users need to wait for 4 seconds to get to
the homepage and 3 seconds after clicking the service. The additional waiting time and
procedures cause inconvenience to users who already have a service and aim in mind. The
decreased efficiency of Grab lowered usability. It is less efficient for Grab users to achieve
their end objects. If a user in a hurry and wants a fast transaction, the one stop super-app
would lead to a deteriorated user experience.
Grab homepage includes content of all Grab services. To certain users who only want to
focus on one specific function, the noisy information creates barriers to users to achieve their
specific aims. The accessibility and findability of needed information is lowered as the
content size in the app is a lot larger.

User Experience

Grab’s one stop super-app

Useful

↑

Valuable

↑

Desirable

↑

Credible

↑

Usable

↓

Findable

↓

Accessible

↓

Figure 5. Chart of user experience elements
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5. Evaluation
Grab’s super app provides additional services without the need of downloading other apps to
Grab(transport) or GrabFood users. However, Grab has a large proportion of transportation
users. After the move, user experience of these customers deteriorated as the service provided
is not specific enough. Some of the issues are listed below:
5.1 User Interface

Figure 5. Current homepage of Grab
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The change of interface may cause confusion to users. In current homepage of Grab, icons of
services are small, promotion and other information occupy a large portion of the screen.
Viewers are too occupied nowadays, so they prefer seamless experience and simplified
design that “simplify their environments both visually and functionally.” Simplified design
15

allows the audience to focus on the essential message of the design and increases efficiency
on message delivery. A homepage with minimalistic approach would bring a better user
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experience through filtering content and highlighting functions of the app. This involves
removal of noisy information and enlarging the service icons. It will support faster loading
time and are more compatible to mobile devices. Grab could employ discount or point policy
16

to attract its user to take a look of its secondary information.
5.2 Further improvement in technologies & services
One of the issues of the current Grab app is lagging which didn’t occur in specialised app.
Slow loading hugely decreases its usability and efficiency to serve its customers, a huge
factor contributes to a bad UX. Users in a hurry would prefer using other apps. Grab must
develop mature technologies to support its super-app and maintain a fast and smooth loading
experience in order to keep its users.
The GrabFood service is not mature and well-developed. The shortage of GrabFood drivers
causes relatively longer waiting time to get a GrabFood driver. It is very often for users to
encounter the no driver situation. Most of the time, if there’s no driver to pick up a user’s
order, the user will receive an unsuccessful notice after a certain period of time(1015minutes). Grab should further improve and put in more investment in the GrabFood
operation. User should be noticed the apologized and unsuccessful ordering message within a
short period of time. The unmatured food delivery service would give users a bad impression
and drags down the overall rating of Grab.
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6. Conclusion
The above research of Grab mobile application shows the difference in UX before and after
the merge of services into a super app. The change of target audience of Grab leads to the
construction of Grab’s super-app. Grab intended to change the user experience, to make itself
an everyday-everything app in order to integrates into users’ daily lives. Yet, the user
experience of previous Grab users are deteriorating because of services provided are too
general and not specific enough. Nevertheless, the user interface, lagging and bad GrabFood
service are issues that could be solved by putting in more investment and effort.
To answer the research question, the benefits of Grab having a super app overcomes the
disadvantages. From a UX perceptive, it is better for Grab to be a super app than a specialised
app in the foreseeable future. At the time being, more time and effort is required to polish
itself as the everyday-everything useful app.
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